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“We’re more popular than Top Cat!” cried Alex, as he
stood up again to wave to the crowd. Molly,
Emma, Lucy and Alex were touring the city of Old
York on a bright red open-topped bus. They had
flown over from New York for the opening of
the
of
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Two
Cities” exhibition at the
Old York Art Gallery.
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Tales of Two Cities

Old York, UK

From the Minster to the Shambles,
and from the Castle to the Art
Gallery the streets were lined
with their fans, waving and
cheering as they passed. And, of
course, they had to wave back!
They were famous!
“There’s William and Georgina!”
cried Emma. “And Anna and

Tales of two
Cities

Grandad!”
cried Lucy. And there they were, waving madly to them from the steps of the
Art Gallery. When they had finished all their hugging and kissing – they were so
pleased to see each other again!

Grandad led them inside.
“The Mayoress will open the
can have a quick peek
“Oh, how cool is that!”

exhibition tomorrow,” he said, “but you
now.”
said Alex

on a

raised platform in the middle of

the room, a

with a

laptop on it

and a plastic

model

with his

paws

of

himself

when he saw,
desk
on

the
keyboard.
“It’s very
Lucy found a model of herself

realistic,” he said as he stretched up to

examine it.

sitting by a sink with plastic fruit and

vegetables

floating in it. Emma’s model was
Molly’s was holding an

standing in front of a flashing neon sign,
Attachment Bag in her teeth. They all

and
agreed

that the models were very

realistic.

“Oh, yes,” said Molly

mysteriously, “they are very realistic!” Emma and Lucy looked

at each other, and both

together said, “Oh, dear!” A long queue of children was

waiting outside the Art Gallery next morning. Anna, Georgina, William and Grandad had a special place

at the front of the queue. As the bells of Old York Minster chimed the hour, the Mayoress stepped
forward, made a short speech, and cut the tape to
let everyone in.
Soon the Gallery
was full of
children
admiring the exhibits
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and reading the
stories posted on the walls.
Then suddenly something very funny happened!
The model that was Molly yawned and dropped
the Attachment Bag! The model that was Lucy
jumped off the sink! Alex’s model really typed on
the laptop, which gave out a loud “ping!” And
Emma’s model jumped up on top of the neon sign!
The children all shrieked with delight, clapping and
cheering! Molly’s idea to replace the models and
make a surprise appearance was a great success!

But then someone in the crowd shouted, “Get their collars!” And
someone else shouted, “It’s the real cats! They’re famous! Their collars are
worth a fortune!” And suddenly it seemed to the cats that the room
was full of hands trying to catch them! They
ran this way and that trying to escape!
William came to the rescue! He
pointed to where the model cats
were poking out from behind the
curtain where Molly had hidden
them, and called out, “There they
are!” Everyone rushed towards
them, leaving the way to the
Gallery door clear. The real
stuffed cats ran out as fast as they could,

and Georgina’s house.

and

headed for William

Outside the house, two lady cats were chatting and washing themselves. When they saw Alex coming,
they cried out, “It’s Alex, the New York stuffed
cat! Alex! Alex!” and, mewing loudly, they ran
right up and pounced on him! They were trying
to take off his
collar!
When
that
failed,
they
tried to
pull out
a tuft of
his fur!
“Ouch!” he
cried as they even tried
to pull off one of his whiskers! Grandad snatched him up and hurried all the cats into the house. It was not
only children that were mad about the New York stuffed cats!

What a sorry sight they were! Their fur was all messed up, and one
of Alex’s whiskers was badly

bent! Grandad

straightened it out between two
them together with

matchsticks and tied
a piece of tape. “It

will be as good as

new in the

morning,” he said.
Everyone laughed
at Alex
with his

whisker hanging down in its splint! But Anna cheered him up by brushing his fur for him. He purred and

purred and purred! And, of course, the others had to be

brushed too! They all purred

with delight!
“Oh, dear,” said Lucy when they were all neat again,
faces outside again!”

“we can never show our

“I think it’s time we

went home,” said Molly,

“we’re not so famous

in

“But how will we get

to the airport?” Emma

asked.
Georgina knew what
to do. She jumped up,
fetched her pocket money, and
hurried out to the shops. When
she got back she had four
packages, one for each cat. And
each
one contained a large pair of
dark sunglasses. “You must go
in disguise!” she said.

New York.”

The next morning the cats left the house one at a time, each wearing their dark sunglasses. They walked up
the road in single file, and nobody took any notice of them! “It’s working!” said Alex, who was at the
front. But just as he turned and said this he walked into a lamppost and bumped his head! He couldn’t see
so well with those sunglasses on!

When they got to the airport, the man at Passport Control asked them to take the sunglasses off so he could
check the photos in their cat passports. But as soon as they took them off, he got very excited and shouted
out, “Hey! It’s the New York stuffed cats!” and all the airport staff
crowded round to get prints of their paws in their autograph books!
“Best to keep the sunglasses on until we are in the air,” said
Molly.

When they turned to wave Goodbye to their English friends for the last time, they

were still wearing them. But instead of waving
back,
and
laughing!

Anna, Georgina, William
Come Back Again!!

laughed!

Grandad burst out
They laughed and
Molly, Emma and Lucy

were facing them

and waving

hard. But Alex had

his back to

them and was waving

the other

way! It was so funny! He

would never get

used to those sunglasses!

Just in time,

Molly turned him round, and they all waved their last
farewell!
Zoey had not been able to go to Old York with her stuffed
cats. She had missed them very much. When they got home, she gave each of them an
extra big hug and got them all to cuddle up with her on the sofa and tell her all about their trip. When they
finished, she said, “Now, I’ve got some exciting news for you! “The New York Cat Trail” opens tomorrow,
and we are all invited to be special guests at the opening ceremony!”

Quick as a flash, the cats vanished into their special hiding places! And when, much later, they thought it
might be safe and each peeped out to see, they we all wearing their dark sunglasses again! They didn’t like
being famous!
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Four stuffed cats - Molly, Emma, Lucy and Alex live in an apartment in
New York with their friend Zoey.

Zoey ’s niece, Anna lives in Old York with her parents, grandparents and her cousins
William and Georgina.
“Tales of Two Cities: Old York & New York” chronicle some of their adventures.

Other titles in the series of children’s books “Tales of Two Cities” by the author Chris Villars

Molly was Bored
New York Cat Trail
A Gift for Anna
The Lost Puppy
To access these stories for reading and downloading please visit
http://www.cnvill.net/cv-childrens-stories.htm

